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The Alaskan Wet Dog Race
2.00 Mission Statement
Our mission is to create a new annual event in Alaska that will enhance the states economy,
provide villages and towns of Alaska international exposure and a source of economic revenue
that they have yet to realize.
The Alaskan Wet Dog Race promises to be world-class and will draw participants from hundreds
of countries who will compete for the largest cash prize ever offered for events of this nature.
The Alaskan Wet Dog Race strives to create a positive image for personal watercraft and their
owners by promoting safe and responsible riding.

2.01 Introduction Letter

To whom it may concern,
Please accept this package as application for a special use permit allowing Lang Enterprises Inc. to
perform necessary; the research and development to establish and to conduct The Alaskan Wet Dog
Race. The plan currently is to establish an annual event to be held during the last week of April and
the second week in May each and every year. It is our intention to have the first Alaskan Wet Dog Race
online and racers leaving the start line out of Whittier on May 1, 2013.
Research and development consists of but not limited to exploration expeditions called "Paving the
Way" , where there will be a small group of ambassadors riding the entire proposed course on PWC.
It is our plan to have a support / film boat travel with the group of ambassadors for safety and to
document the entire trip. The film footage will be used to create training and orientations videos and
promotional TV shows . These will be aired locally and internationally to spread the word of this
event to bring more people to Alaska.
During our paving the way trips, we will also have the use of a support plane that will have a small film
crew getting Ariel footage and conducting interviews with the checkpoint residents that will be used
to profile the villages as well.
We are confident that the enclosed information will be sufficient for your department to be able to
provide a permit to Lang Enterprises Inc. thus this event will be finalized.
Should more information be needed , please call John Lang at 907-250-6965. Thank you for your time
and consideration.
Sincerely,

John Lang
Lang Enterprises Inc.
http://wetdograce.com

Lang Enterprises Inc.
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The Alaskan Wet Dog Race
2.02 Event Overview

This information is an introduction to a new annual event being planned for Alaska. This new event,
already known in over 100 different countries, is called The Alaskan Wet Dog Race. This is the longest
personal watercraft race in the world.
The proposed course for this event is shown on the map in Section:2.03 and at this time it is still in the
proposal stage and adjustments can be made if necessary at a later time. Lang Enterprise
reserves the right to be able to change the course as necessary to add more towns, villages,

and lodges if needed for safety, economic, or practical purposes. The overall proposed course
for the race is to start in Whittier and finish at the village of Iliamna. As can be seen on the map
there are currently 23 planned checkpoints that the riders will be stopping at for resources
i.e. fuel, food, rest and shelter. The following is a list of those proposed checkpoints.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

Whittier (Start)
Valdez
Cordova
Chenega
Seward
Anchor Point
Kenai
Williams Port
Port Williams
Kodiak
Old Harbor
Akhiok
Chegnik
Perryville
Sandpoint
Cold Bay
False Pass
Port Moller
Port Heiden
Egegik
Naknek
Igiugig
Iliamna (Finish)

Safety is our top priority and this event will be conducted with the highest regard to Personnel,
Wildlife, and environmental protection. This event is established as a team race and a team
consists of two riders and two PWC. No single riders will be allowed to compete. Lang
Enterprises Inc . has planned to have over 110 support boats that will be positioned throughout
the course should any team get in trouble. These support boats will be for emergency purposes
only. Lang Enterprises Inc has built into the plan redundant safety equipment to ensure that no
person, animal or the environment is hurt or harassed during this event.

Lang Enterprises Inc.
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2.03 Proposed Race Course Map
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2.04 Event / Racer Training Classes
To ensure the integrity of The Alaskan Wet Dog Race Lang Enterprises Inc. is requiring each and
every racer to attend these mandatory Safety and Training and orientation classes. They will
include but not limited to the following:

2.05
2.06
2.07
2.08
2.09
2.10
2.11
2.12
2.13

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Safety equipment operation and functional check
Race Course Orientation
Wildlife Awareness and Harassment Policy
Culture Awareness
Basic Navigation Assessment
Cold Water Survival
Race Rules Review
Fueling Policy and Guidelines
Boat and Safety equipment inspection

2.05 Safety equipment operation and functional check
This class will focus on ensuring that each and every racer knows how to operate the provided
safety equipment which will include Satellite Phones, a Waterproof Marine Handheld Radio,
Personal Locater Beacon, and Location Transponders.
Each and every person will be required to show an instructor how to power on the equipment and
make sure it is functioning in good working order. Each person will be issued a Sat Phone in a
waterproof case with spare batteries, a Personal Locater Beacon, and Marine Handheld VHF
Radio. The Personal locater Beacon and the VHF radio will be required to be attached to the
person and not stored in or on the PWC.
2.06 Race Course Orientation
This class will be a training video that will show each and every checkpoint. It will go over the
entire course and the sensitive areas will be pointed out and each and every racer will be required
to sign an affidavit stating that they understand the course rules. This will be to provide them
information such as "When traveling to Valdez you are not allowed to go near the oil terminal, and
if you do you will be arrested and your craft will be confiscated. "That is but one example of what
the course will teach and go over.
2.07 Wildlife Awareness and Harassment Policy
For this class we are going to request that the pertinent agencies such as NOAA, Fish and Wildlife,
Fish and Game, help teach this class so we can educate the racers on the importance of not
harassing wildlife and to help bring a awareness to the rest of the world on the importance of
these sensitive areas, and the benefits that have been gained by having these areas.
Lang Enterprises sees this as a grand opportunity to show the rest of the world the positive
impact that the responsible wildlife management makes.

Lang Enterprises Inc.
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2.08 Culture Awareness

Lang Enterprises deems this class of utmost importance. Having so many different cultures
arriving in Alaska and then having over one thousand people flooding into some of these very
small town and villages where the population is less than 100 people there will be a culture
shock on both sides of the fence. Lang Enterprise will be recruiting a representative from each
village or small town to come up and "teach" the racers about the life as they know it in their
town. It will be during this time that Lang Enterprises will make sure that each of the racers
understands the law and the strict policy such as don’t litter, don’t disrespect the towns, the
people, or the property of others, etc..
2.09 Basic Navigation Assessment

Each and every racer is required to have their own GPS for the trip and there will be an
assessment class to make sure that each racer knows how to use it properly. As well as having a
GPS, every racer will be required to have a simple compass and the basic process of reading and
following the compass will be assessed by the instructor as well.

2.10 Cold Water Survival

It is important for us to be sure that racers can recognize and assess each other to determine if
they are getting hypothermia or in danger. Learn to Return and Alaska Waters Consulting
companies both have excellent cold water survival classes and we will be looking to hire them to
teach these classes.
2.11 Race Rules Review

This class will be to make sure that everyone competing in the event understands and complies
with the rules. It will also be the opportunity for the racers to ask questions on things that they
are unsure about. At the end of the day each and every racer will be required to sign off stating
that they understand all of the rules and will comply with them all.

2.12 Fueling Policy and Guidelines

This will be covered in the rules review but Lang enterprises deems it so important that there
will be one solid class on this process. We know that it is entirely possible that the riders coming
from other countries may not share the same level of respect for the environment as our
culture does and we intend to educate them. The riders again will be required to sign off they
understand and agree to our fueling , cleanup, and spill reporting policy.
2.13 Boat and Safety equipment inspection

This will be one of the last items that each team will have to go through and it is to make sure
that they have all of the required safety equipment and that their PWC is equipped to travel the
2000 miles on the course.

Lang Enterprises Inc.
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2.14 Research and Development

To understand the guidelines that we are considering R&D, we are providing the following
details. It should be noted that at no time are we planning to walk on or disturb the grounds
above mean high tide and will avoid any situation possible at all times to not touch land or go
above mean high tide during our research and development trips. Research and development
simply means that we will be traveling the entire course over the next few years by Personal
Watercraft, Boats, Planes, and Helicopters if needed. It is our intention to explore, document
through video, and photography the entire course, and to make profile videos of all of the
villages and checkpoints along the way. It is our intention to use this film footage to promote the
race, and make training and orientation videos for the racers who travel here from the different
countries. These trips will be conducted at all times of the year and it should not be thought that
it will only happen during the summer time. Barring a life threatening situation we will not be on
land above mean high tide in any sensitive areas.
2.15 "Paving the Way" Expeditions definition

Paving the Way is the term we are using to describe our Research and development exploration
expeditions. We do not have one certain schedule or time frame but starting in 2011 and
carrying us through 2013, it is our plans to visit each and every proposed checkpoint and doing
this on Personal Watercraft with our film crew.
2.16 Proposed Course Description

Our plans for the Alaskan Wet Dog Race and the Paving the Way can be found on our website
at http://wetdograce.com

2.17 Safety Breaks

We will be taking safety breaks along our course about every 50 miles or as the areas will allow.
This will allow the riders to help keep an eye on each other and to help reduce the chance of
fatigue and minimize any chance of getting hurt.

2.18 Areas of Concern

Since it is our mission to promote safe and responsible riding we have given consideration for
items that we feel can and will be areas of concern for different agencies and we want to assure
those concerned that we are considering such impacts or issues and have plans to mitigate or
eliminate those concerns. The following is a list of those concerns considered so far and if other
concerns are brought up that are not included here we will address them as required.
2.19
2.20
2.21
2.22
2.23
2.24
2.25
2.40

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Fueling / Fuel Spills
Wildlife Disturbance
Sound Disturbance
Sea Lion Rookery / Haul Out Sites
Whale Encounters
Sea Otter Encounters
Critical Habitat areas
Race Course (Clean Up)

Lang Enterprises Inc.
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2.19 Fueling / Fuel Spills

One of the biggest possible hazards for this event that we are concerned about is going to be
fueling of PWC. For the majority of the time we will be fueling in the ports of villages and towns
using the harbor fueling systems for regular boats. For those times it will be no different than
fueling regular boats. For the times when we need to fuel PWC outside of the ports or harbors,
The same extreme care exercised in the harbor fueling process will be exercised to insure that
fuel is not spilled at all. We have a tried and proven plan for fueling that insures that no fuel will
be spilled at all. Our fueling plan includes but not limited to:
• Limited quantities of fuel. Each PWC will have fuel cans that hold between 5 and 14 gallons of
fuel.
• Teams: Two people minimum will be used to help hold and pour the standard fuel cans.
• Absorbents will be used to dam up around the fill cap to prevent any spillage from escaping
onto the boat itself.
• Funnels or proven manufactured leak proof nozzles will be used at all times.
• Special designed fuel cans with a Gas Station nozzles will help insure fueling is completed in
safe manner.
• Each team will be required to carry with them a absorbents to soak up any fuel that may get
spilled while fueling.
Should any fuel be spilled at any time during the event that is not able to be cleaned up
immediately, it will be required to be reported to the nearest harbor / Coast guard /
governing body to help clean it up. Exact GPS coordinates of the area and riders will be
required to remain at the location until spill response arrives. It is very limited on how much
fuel would be spilled, simply because the most we could expect to carry on each PWC is about
24 gallons extra. That would be four- 6 gallon cans.

2.20 Wildlife Disturbance

Disturbance of wildlife by any Personal watercraft will not be tolerated by Lang Enterprises Inc.
In part of our mission statement of promoting a positive image for Personal Watercraft it will be
the policy of Lang Enterprises Inc. that intentional harassment of wildlife will not be tolerated
and if caught and proven the offending party will be disqualified from the race and will forfeit
their team entry fee of $70,000. Lang Enterprise has a strict zero tolerance for this act and will
take swift and harsh actions to ensure those found guilty pay a severe price.

2.21 Sound Disturbance

In the past PWC have gotten a bad reputation of being loud. While this may have been
somewhat true over 10 years ago the new PWC are now over 70% quieter than any other type
of watercrafts or boats. Modifications to any exhaust system will not be allowed during the race.
All agencies involved can rest assured that Lang Enterprise will not allow loud obnoxious PWC to
be entered in the race.

Lang Enterprises Inc.
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2.22 Sea Lion Rookery / Haul Out Sites
It is noted that one of the more sensitive items we have considered is the Sea Lion Rookery's
Here is list of those Rookeries as identified by NOAA.
From
To
NOAA
Island Name

1. Outer I

Lat
59 deg.20.5 N

Long
150 deg.23.0 W

2. Sugarloaf I

58 deg.53.0 N

152 deg.02.0 W

3. Marmot I

58 deg.14.5 N

4. Chirikof I

Notes

Lat
59 deg.21.0 N

Long
chart
150 deg.24.5 W 16681
16580

151 deg.47.5 W

58 deg.10.0 N

151 deg.51.0 W

16580

SE quadrant

55 deg.46.5 N

155 deg.39.5 W

55 deg.46.5 N

155 deg.43.0 W

16580

S quadrant

5. Chowiet I

56 deg.00.5 N

156 deg.41.5 W

56 deg.00.5 N

156 deg.42.0 W

16013

S quadrant

6. Atkins I

55 deg.03.5 N

159 deg.18.5 W

16540

Whole island

7. Chernabura I

54 deg.47.5 N

159 deg.31.0 W

16540

SE corner
Whole island

54 deg.45.5 N

159 deg.33.5 W

S quadrant
Whole island

54 deg.46.0 N

161 deg.46.0 W

16540

9. Clubbing Rks (N) 54 deg.43.0 N

162 deg.26.5 W

16540

Whole island

9a Clubbing Rks (S) 54 deg.42.0 N
55 deg.28.0 N
10. Sea Lion Rks

162 deg.26.5 W
163 deg.12.0 W

16540

Whole island

16520

Whole island

11. Ugamak I

54 deg.14.0 N

164 deg.48.0 W

54 deg.13.0 N

164 deg.48.0 W

16520

E end of island

12. Akun I.

54 deg.18.0N

165 deg.32.5W

54 deg.18.0N

165 deg.31.5W

16547

Billings Head Bight.

13. Akutan I

54 deg.03.5 N

166 deg.00.0 W

54 deg.05.5 N

166 deg.05.0 W

16520

SW corner, Cape Morgan.

14. Bogoslof I

53 deg.56.0 N

168 deg.02.0 W

16500

Whole island

15. Ogchul I.

53 deg.00.0 N

168 deg.24.0 W

16500

Whole island

16. Adugak I

52 deg.55.0 N

169 deg.10.5 W

16500

Whole island

17. Yunaska I

52 deg.42.0 N

170 deg.38.5 W

170 deg.34.5 W

16500

NE end.

172 deg.33.0 W

16480

N coast, Saddleridge Pt.

16480

Whole island

8. Pinnacle Rock..

52 deg.41.0 N

18. Seguam I

52 deg.21.0 N

172 deg.35.0 W

19. Agligadak I

52 deg.06.5 N

172 deg.54.0 W

52 deg.21.0 N

20. Kasatochi I

52 deg.10.0N

175 deg.31.5W

52 deg.10.5N

175 deg.29.0W

16480

N half of island.

21. Adak I

51 deg.36.5N

176 deg.59.0W

51 deg.38.0N

176 deg.59.5W

16460

SW Point, Lake Point

22. Gramp rock

51 deg.29.0 N

178 deg.20.5 W

16460

Whole island

23. Tag I

51 deg.33.5 N

178 deg.34.5 W

16460

Whole island.

24. Ulak I

51 deg.20.0 N

178 deg.57.0 W

51 deg.18.5 N

178 deg.59.5 W

16460

SE corner, Hasgox Pt.

25. Semisopochnoi 51 deg.58.5 N

179 deg.45.5 E

51 deg.57.0 N

179 deg.46.0 E

16460

E quadrant, Pochnoi Pt.

26. Amchitka I.

51 deg.22.5N

179 deg.28.0E

51 deg.21.5N

179 deg.25.0E

16440

East Cape

27. Amchitka I

51 deg.32.5N

178 deg.49.5E

16440

Column Rocks

28. Ayugadak Pt.

51 deg.45.5 N

178 deg.24.5 E

16440

SE coast of Rat Island
W central, Lief Cove.

29. Kiska I

51 deg.57.5 N

177 deg.21.0 E

51 deg.56.5 N

177 deg.20.0 E

16440

30. Kiska I

51 deg.52.5 N

177 deg.13.0 E

51 deg.53.5 N

177 deg.12.0 E

16440

Cape St. Stephen

31. Walrus I.

57 deg.11.0 N

169 deg.56.0 W

16380

Whole island

32. Buldir I.

52 deg.20.5 N

175 deg.57.0 E

16420

Se point to NW point.

33. Agattu I.

52 deg.24.0 N

173 deg.21.5 E

16420

Gillion Point

34. Agattu I

52 deg.23.5 N

173 deg.43.5 E

52 deg.22.0 N

173 deg.41.0 E

16420

Cape Sabak

35. Attu I

52 deg.54.5N

172 deg.28.5E

52 deg.57.5N

172 deg.31.5E

16681

S Quadrant.

52 deg.23.5 N

175 deg.51.0 E

We will be operating our event adhering strictly to the 50 CFR 223.202 Regulation that states
the following: (i) No owner or operator of a vessel may allow the vessel to approach within
3 nautical miles (5.5 kilometers) of a Steller sea lion rookery site listed in paragraph (a)(3) of
this section.

Lang Enterprises Inc.
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2.23 Whale Encounters

During the Wildlife Awareness training class the racers will be instructed on the federal law of
not to harass the whales. Racers will be instructed on the DO and DONTS of whale encounters.
It will be our hope that we can recruit the NMFS, or NOAA to help teach these classes. Again
we feel that this is a Great opportunity to help educate the rest of the world on how the US
government manages wildlife and the benefits that come from responsible management.
2.24 Sea Otter Encounters

During the Wildlife Awareness training class the racers will be instructed on the federal law of
not to harass the sea otters. Racers will be instructed on the DO and DONTS of sea otter
encounters. It will be our hope that we can recruit the NMFS, or NOAA to help teach these
classes. Again we feel that this is a great opportunity to help educate the rest of the world on
how the US government manages wildlife and the benefits that come from responsible
management.
Just a footnote to conclude this section. All local and federal laws governing wildlife
harassments will be strictly adhered to and Lang Enterprises Inc. will not hesitate to disqualify
anyone that is caught breaking the laws.

2.25 Critical Habitat areas

Lang Enterprises Inc. is acutely aware of areas consider sensitive in nature and we have spent
many years studying and planning around these areas. It is our intention to never create a
negative impact in these areas and we are providing a map with those types of areas that we
consider sensitive in nature. We encourage any agency to review our plans and if we have
missed an area of concern and we can not route our course around it then we would ask for a
special use permit to get through it.
A full description of those areas can be found in Section:

2.27 through Section:

2.39

2.26 Zone Description

The Zones that have been marked out are the sensitive areas that we have identified and are
addressing to show that there will not be any impact to these areas. It should be noted, barring a
life threatening event, that at no time will we as the ambassadors of The Alaskan Wet Dog Race,
or the participants of the event during the race, be going on land above mean high tide, in any of
the wildlife refuges or the sensitive areas.
We recognize these sensitive areas and will work closely with all agency's, villages, and towns in
our effort to obtain a common goal of creating a world class event for Alaska.

Lang Enterprises Inc.
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2.27 Sensitive Areas Map

Lang Enterprises Inc.
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2.28 Zone 1: Kalgin Island Critical Habitat Area
The Kalgin Island Critical Habitat Area. It is located in the Cook Inlet. This island Habitat area
was established in 1972 to help protect Natural habitat crucial to perpetuation of fish and
Wildlife (especially waterfowl.)
Our route will keep us at least 10 miles away from this area thus allowing us to avoid any
disruption.
Located on Kalgin Island in Lower Cook Inlet east of Redoubt Bay and approximately 20 miles
southwest of Kenai, Kalgin Island Critical Habitat Area is a flat green expanse of wetlands
surrounding Swamp Creek.
Birds - The critical habitat area provides spring and fall resting and feeding habitat for swans, geese
, ducks, and shorebirds and is an important alternative habitat used each year by a portion of the
thousands of waterfowl that use nearby Redoubt Bay wetlands. Greater yellowlegs and common
snipe can be seen during summer months. Northern harriers hunt the marshes and bald eagles
scavenge along the shoreline. Arctic terns also hunt for fish along the shoreline.
Mammals - Harbor seals haul out in intertidal regions at the mouth of Swamp Creek. Small
mammals, including river otter and beaver can be found in the wetlands, red-backed and tundra
voles can be found at the wetland fringes, and red squirrels inhabit spruce in adjacent upland
forests. Fox were introduced onto Kalgin Island in the 1930s and moose were introduced in the late
1950s.
Fish - Swamp Creek and its tributaries drain the critical habitat wetlands and the mouth of the creek
provides an estuarine staging area for silver salmon. Set net fishing for salmon occurs along the
shore.
Public Use and Access - The area is remote and relatively inaccessible. No access plans have been
developed to the area and no public use facilities exist. Access is by boat or aircraft. There is no
protected anchorage, and few people visit the area. Seasonally, it is visited by local set net
fishermen who enjoy opportunities for wildlife watching and beachcombing.

Zone 1
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2.29 Zone 2: Kachemak Bay Critical Habitat Area
Kachemak Bay Critical Habitat Area.
Our route will keep us from entering this area but we will be skirting the outside edge of the
boundary to reach Port Graham where it is vital for us to get critical supplies. We will use
every effort to avoid any boundary crossing here. Since it is in the middle of the ocean we are
confident in saying that we will not be disturbing any major wildlife that may be nesting or
sleeping due to the fact that there is no land near for waterfowl or Sea lions to be hanging
out.
A component of An International Reserve of the Western Hemisphere shore bird reserve Network
and The Kachemak Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve
Easy access, outstanding recreational opportunities, and a diverse and productive environment
make Kachemak Bay important to residents and visitors alike. Fish and shellfish populations abound
year-round, supporting several significant fisheries. In the spring, summer, and fall, the bay hosts
tens of thousands of feeding waterfowl, shorebirds, and seabirds. In the winter, marine mammals
and water birds remain in the bay's protected waters.
The high level of biological productivity in Kachemak Bay is at least partially the result of a large
gyre-like circulation pattern that serves to hold shellfish larvae in the bay. Productivity is further
enhanced by a two-layered "nutrient trap" estuarine system in which organic nutrients are moved out
of the bay by surface waters and settle to the bottom only to be moved back into the bay by deeper
on-shore currents.
Birds - The greatest concentrations of birds occur during the spring and fall migration when large
flocks of geese, ducks, and shorebirds move through the bay and its associated wetlands. Most of
these spring and fall concentrations use traditional staging areas at the head of the bay on the Fox
River Flats.
During the spring and summer months, outer Kachemak Bay and nearby waters support the highest
seabird densities in Cook Inlet. Gull Island, Grass Island, 60-foot Rock, Hesketh Island, and Point
Pogibshi provide nesting habitat for tufted puffins, horned puffins, pigeon guillemots, black-legged
kittiwakes, glaucous-winged gulls, and common murres. In addition, Kachemak Bay accommodates
90 percent of the over wintering seabird and waterfowl populations of Lower Cook Inlet.
Mammals - Mink and river otters forage along the beaches feeding on marine invertebrates and near
shore fish. Coyote, fox, and an occasional black or brown bear visit the beaches in search of carrion
or prey. The shallow and productive near shore waters along the rocky southern shore provide
habitat for sea otters
.
Dall porpoise and harbor porpoise commonly feed in the bay. The Dall porpoise is often sighted
chasing the bow wake of boats. Harbor seals have been observed at hauling-out areas on Yukon
Island, with lesser numbers reported on the Bradley River Flats and several rocks on the southern
boundary of the bay. Sea lions, killer whales (orca), beluga whales, and minke whales are commonly
found in Kachemak Bay.
Occasionally humpback and finback whales and walrus are sighted.

Lang Enterprises Inc.
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2.30 Zone 2: Kachemak Bay Critical Habitat Area (Continued)
Kachemak Bay is an important fish and shellfish rearing area, with historical abundance of
herring; salmon; halibut; king, Tanner, and Dungeness crab; and pink, spot, humpy, side-stripe, and
coon-stripe shrimp.
Public Use and Access - Homer Spit is the main access point to the bay, with access also gained
through Seldovia and other small communities. In the summer, sport fishing for halibut and salmon
and wildlife watching tours are very popular, as is clamming on low tides throughout the year. Halibut
and salmon are the mainstays of the local commercial fisheries as well. The pristine protected
waters on the south side of the bay have attracted interest in mariculture.

Zone 2
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2.31 Zone 3: Barren Island- Sugar Loaf Island
Zone 3: Is the Barren Island area. This area around Sugar Loaf island we understand is a
Sea lion sanctuary. We will stay to the west side of these islands and maintain the 3 mile
boundary around the Sea lion island. We hope to be able to stop on a beach of Ushagat
island to take a safety break and them move on to Port Williams Sea plane base.

Zone 3
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2.32 Zone 4: Afognak Island Wildlife Refuge Area
Zone 4 Is the Afognak Island wildlife refuge area. According to Bill Raften with the Fish
and Wildlife as long as we stay 1 mile off shore of Afognak island there should not be any
issues here. Barring a life threatening situation our plan is to leave Port Williams Sea Plane
Base and stay well off the coast of Afognak island until we reach the Kupreanof Strait where
we will cut through and go to Port Lions. We will then leave Port Lions and head to Kodiak
from there.

Zone 4
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2.33 Zone 5: Katmai National Park and Preserve
Zone 5 is the Katmai National Park and Preserve. Our course keeps us at least 10 miles
away from any border and for the most part we are well over 27 miles away from the edge of
this area. We will not be going to shore in this area barring a life threatening event.

Zone 5
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2.34 Zone 6: Tugidak Island Critical Habitat Area
Our proposed route will avoid this area. The nearest that we will be to this area will be
between 25 and 30 miles.
Wild, remote, and remarkably productive, Tugidak Island, located south of Kodiak Island in the
Trinity Island Group, features a large shallow lagoon and barrier spit complex, low lying tundra
relief, and abundant fish and wildlife.
Birds - Tugidak Island attracts some of the greatest diversity of bird life known to nest on and visit
any one island in the Gulf of Alaska. Wetland habitats throughout the island provide nesting habitat
for waterfowl, shorebirds, tundra swans, and loons; and support nesting concentrations of swans,
mallards, pintails, gadwalls, green-winged teal, and wigeon. Black brant and white-fronted geese
concentrate by the thousands on the lagoon during the fall migration to rest and feed on the rich
eelgrass beds and marine life that abounds. Snow geese concentrate on the island during spring
migration. Emperor geese winter in the lagoon. Island residents also include ground-nesting bald
eagles and several thousand ptarmigan. Arctic terns, cormorants and several thousand glaucous-winged
and mew gulls nest on the island as well.
Mammals - Tugidak Island is perhaps most renowned as historically one of the largest harbor seal
pupping and haul out areas in the world with an estimated peak population of 20,500 seals and
estimated peak annual pup production of 4,500. For as yet undetermined reasons, this harbor seal
population has declined by about 90% in recent years. Sea otters are common in near shore waters
around Tugidak Island. Humpback and gray whales can be spotted seasonally along the shore.
Fish and Shellfish - The shallow waters and large eelgrass beds found in Tugidak Island's lagoon
provide an important nursery rearing area for Dungeness crab and feeding area for large numbers
of Pacific herring. On the sand bars at the mouth of the lagoon are concentrations of razor clams.
Island streams support runs of chum, coho, and pink salmon.
Public Use and Access - Tugidak Island is remote and undeveloped. There are no protected boat
anchorages along its shoreline and no developed landing strips. There are no public use facilities
on the island. Several seasonal mining camps are operated along the southwestern shore.
Infrequent visitors from Kodiak Island arrive by boat and float or wheel plane for waterfowl and
ptarmigan hunting, beachcombing and clamming in storm-pounded beaches, and wildlife/nature
watching. Use of motorized vehicles in the critical habitat area requires a special area permit from
the Department of Fish and Game.

Zone 6
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2.35 Zone 7: Semidi Island National Wildlife Refuge
The Semidi Island National Wildlife Refuge is a National Wildlife Refuge located in the middle
of the gulf of Alaska. Our proposed route puts us well over 37 miles away from this area and
we are confident in saying that we will not be causing any impact at all in this area. We have
met with Bill Raften with the Fish and Wildlife and he was able to provided us with that
information of the restrictions for this area.

Zone 7
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2.36 Zone 8: Izembek State Game Refuge
Zone 8 Is Izembek Lagoon Critical habitat area. Our proposed route keeps us in the ocean. We can not see
any reason at all that we would ever need to be in the lagoon its self. However we are requesting the right
to be able to stop on the beach in the general area to take a safety break and stretch our legs. This is one
of the longest stretches of water on our trip from False Pass to Port Heiden and we are requiring our riders
to rest often to avoid fatigue and so we can all monitor each other and make sure no one is in danger of
being hurt.
Located on the northern shore of the Alaska Peninsula, near the community of Cold Bay and
adjacent to the Izembek National Wildlife Refuge, Izembek State Game Refuge supports one of the
largest eelgrass beds in the world and annually hosts millions of waterfowl and shorebirds on their
way to and from nesting grounds to the north. The State Game Refuge extends beyond the barrier
islands into the Bering Sea.
Birds
As a major migratory staging area for most of the world's population of black brant, emperor geese
and Steller's eiders, and host to thousands of northern pintails, mallards, oldsquaws and scoters, the
area has received worldwide recognition as a "Wetland of International Importance." In the fall, black
brant arrive to feast on the abundant eelgrass within the lagoon while Taverner's and cackling
Canada geese feed on both eelgrass and crowberries. The Taverner's geese also stop by the tens
of thousands at Izembek Lagoon in the fall. Emperor geese feed on eelgrass and crowberries and
also graze on invertebrates and mussels from the shoreline at low tide. After the geese and dabbling
ducks depart for wintering grounds, Steller's, king, and common eiders, black and white-winged
scoters, and red-breasted mergansers remain to winter in the ice-free waters of the lagoon.
Shorebirds are most numerous in the fall when they probe vast intertidal expanses of mud and sand
for food at low tide. Rock sandpipers are among the most common and can be seen year-round. Bald
eagles are regularly viewed along the shore.
Mammals
Most impressive of residents in size, brown bears can often be seen along the shores of Izembek
Lagoon feeding on carrion and along the streams feeding on salmon. Wolverine, mink, and river otter
also scavenge the beaches. Wolves, red fox, and caribou are commonly seen in the area. Harbor
seals haul out on outer beaches of the barrier islands and on exposed sandbars during low tide. Sea
otters are numerous within the lagoon.
Fish
Five species of Pacific salmon move through Izembek Lagoon on their way to and from their
spawning streams. Pacific herring feed in the lagoon. Walleye pollack, greenling, sculpin, Pacific
sand lance, cod, capelin, and smelt provide important prey species for birds, mammals, and other
fish. Pacific halibut and flounder inhabit the lagoon as well. Concentrations of razor clams are found
on the barrier islands.
Public Use and Access

Continued..…
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2.37 Zone 8: Izembek State Game Refuge (Continued)
The lagoon is reached from the community of Cold Bay by road through Izembek National Wildlife
Refuge. Izembek Lagoon is also accessed by wheel-planes landing on unimproved beaches, and by
boat. Izembek Lagoon is popular with waterfowl hunters and bird watchers alike. Avid waterfowl
hunters consider the lagoon a prime hunting area. Wildlife enthusiasts from around the world visit the
refuge to witness the great waterfowl and shorebird convention. When conditions allow, commercial
fishermen seine for sockeye and chum salmon in Moffett Bay and Izembek Lagoon, and fish drift
gillnets for chum salmon off-shore of the barrier islands. No public use facilities exist in the refuge.
Visitors should be prepared for frequently occurring wind, rain, fog, and cold temperatures. Contact
the Department of Fish and Game regional office in Anchorage or the Izembek National Wildlife
Refuge office in Cold Bay to learn about current restrictions for off-road vehicle use and airplane
landing in the refuge.

Zone 8
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2.38 Zone 9: Bristol Bay Critical Habitat Areas
Five state critical habitat areas in Bristol Bay lying along the Alaska Peninsula - Egegik, Pilot
Point, Cinder River, Port Heiden, and Port Moller - host spectacular concentrations of
waterfowl and shorebirds each spring and fall.
Our route takes us by these places and aside from the towns them selves we will take care
not disturb any kind of wildlife that we may encounter. Even though there is not any public
access policies in place we respect the sensitive nature of these areas and will do everything
in our power not to cause impacts or disruptions.

Cinder River Critical Habitat Area
Birds - The Bristol Bay critical habitat areas are major migratory stopover areas for hundreds of
thousands of ducks, geese, and shorebirds in the spring on their way to northern nesting grounds,
and in the fall on their return to southern wintering grounds. The vast expanse of tidelands and
wetlands in these five embayments provide ideal feeding and resting habitat for birds to recover and
restore their energy reserves on their long twice-yearly flights.
In the fall, Ugashik Bay (Pilot Point Critical Habitat Area) and Cinder River are particularly important
feeding and staging areas for the world's population of cackling Canada geese. Tundra swans
concentrate at Cinder River in the spring and fall and Port Moller is especially important for emperor
geese. Shorebirds use the areas in largest numbers in the fall. The most abundant species are rock
sandpipers, dunlin, bartailed godwits, and western sandpipers.
Pilot Point Critical Habitat Area
Arctic and Aleutian terns, glaucous-winged gulls, and common eider nest on sand spits and islands
in Port Moller Critical Habitat Area. Tundra swans nest on Port Moller's western shore lands.
Ugashik and Cinder River shore lands support a unique nesting population of marbled godwits. Sea
ducks winter in the protected ice-free waters of these embayments, especially Port Moller.
Mammals - Harbor seals haulout and pup on spits and offshore islands. An occasional walrus can
sometimes be spotted on the more remote beaches. Sea otters are abundant in Port Heiden and
Port Moller. Brown bears scavenge the beaches for carrion. A portion of the Northern Alaska
Peninsula caribou herd calves in the vicinity of Cinder River and seeks insect relief on the breezy
coast. Smaller mammals, including river otters, mink, red fox, and wolverine can be spotted along
the coast as well.
Fish - Rivers flowing into these critical water bird habitats are productive salmon streams; five
species of Pacific salmon frequent near shore waters. Pacific herring spawn and rear in Port Moller
Critical Habitat Area.
Public Use and Access - No public access to the areas has been developed, and public use
facilities do not exist in these critical habitat areas. Access is by small plane or boat. The nearby
communities of Egegik, Pilot Point, Port Heiden, Port Moller Cannery, and Nelson Lagoon all
maintain airstrips. Commercial drift and set net fisheries are an important local use of all of these
areas. A salmon purse seine fishery and a herring sac roe fishery are conducted in the Port Moller
Critical Habitat Area. In the fall, these areas provide some of the best waterfowl hunting in the state.
The Alaska Peninsula is a destination for brown bear hunters as well.

Continued..…
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2.39 Zone 9: Bristol Bay Critical Habitat Areas (Continued)
Port Moller

Port Heiden

Egegik

Ugashik

Cinder River
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2.40 Race Course (Clean Up)
Lang Enterprises Inc recognizes the fact that with large numbers of people usually comes a large amount of
debris and trash. It is in our plans that once the event is over, to have at least one "clean up" barge and
possibly more that will go to each town and or village to "clean up" the course. This will be how any and all
PWC that have broken down or been left at the villages will be recovered and brought back to anchorage
for preparation to be shipped out to the owners respective locations.
(See Section 3.21 Ops and Support Guidelines)
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2.41 "Paving the Way" Description

The final phase of the planning process is to take a dry run of the proposed course to help us gather the
necessary information needed to finalize our planning. We have dubbed these trips the "Paving the Way"
expeditions. Due to certain time constraints the paving the way is going to have to be broken down in to two
different trips. The first trip is to explore the area from Anchorage to Iliamna and then to explore the portion
from Whittier to Port Graham. Our trips will consist of a small group of PWC, with a support / film boat and a
plane. We will have limited number of film crew no more than necessary. The following is a list of villages
and towns that we will be visiting during our Paving the Way Expeditions. We have also included a list of
places of interest that we would like to possibly add to the course list and will be visiting them as well.
For sure Checkpoints
1 : Anchorage (Start)
2 : Kenai
3 : Kasilloff
4 : Anchor Point
5 : Port Graham
6 : Port Williams (South end of Shuyak Island)
7 : Port Lions
8 : Kodiak
9 : Old Harbor
10 : Akihok
11 : Karluk
12 : Larsen Bay
13 : Chegnik
14 : Perryville
15 : Sandpoint
16 : King Cove
17 : Cold Bay
18 : False Pass
19 : Port Moller
20 : Port Heiden
21 : Egegik
22 : Naknek
23 : Igiugig
24 : Iliamna
25 : Pile Bay
26 : Williams Port
27 : Whittier
28 : Valdez
29 : Cordova
30 : Chenega
31 : Seward

Lang Enterprises Inc.

Possible Checkpoints
1 : Village of Nelson Lagoon
2 : Ugashik
3 : Chinitna Bay
4 : Tyonek
5 : Nikolai Creek
6 : TBD
7 : TBD
8 : TBD
9 : TBD
10 : TBD
11 : TBD
12 : TBD
13 : TBD
14 : TBD
15 : TBD
16 : TBD
17 : TBD
18 : TBD
19 : TBD
20 : TBD
21 : TBD
22 : TBD
23 : TBD
24 : TBD
25 : TBD
26 : TBD
27 : TBD
28 : TBD
29 : TBD
30 : TBD
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2.42 Proposed Race Rules (Draft Stage)

NO EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY OF SAFETY SHALL RESULT FROM PUBLICATION OF OR
COMPLIANCE WITH THE RULES AND REGULATIONS IN THIS PUBLICATION. THEY ARE INTENDED
AS A GUIDE FOR THE CONDUCT OF THE SPORT, AND ARE IN NO WAY A GUARANTEE AGAINST
INJURY OR DEATH TO SPECTATORS OR PARTICIPANTS
The Alaskan Wet Dog race is dedicated to providing a reliable, consistent, safe and honorable
watercraft race. The Alaskan Wet Dog race encourages safe and responsible riding and strives to
promote a positive image for watercrafts and their owners.
This is a team race, consisting of two (2) persons and two (2) Watercrafts. Persons wishing to
take place in the Alaskan Wet Dog race that do not have a partner to run the race with can
register on the website as a single racer. Single racers can then contact each other to find
someone that is willing to partner up with them.
These participants will brave open oceans, Shallow rivers, bad visibility,bad weather, rough
water, and will be pushing their watercrafts and bodies to the limits to reach the finish line.
It is the world’s longest, toughest watercraft race, and it is a true test of human and equipment
endurance. All participants will treat race officials with respect and recognize their decisions as
final at all times.
Each participant is required to read the current years Alaskan Wet Dog Race event rules.
Each applicant acknowledges receipt of the current years Alaskan Wet Dog Race event rules,
which shall be applicable to each participant. Participants accept and agree to be bound by the
terms and conditions of The Alaskan Wet Dog Race Event Rules.

Lang Enterprises Inc.
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2.43 Proposed Race Rules (Draft Stage) (Continued)

Each participant acknowledges that: The Alaskan Wet Dog has limited resources; is dependent on
donors for a significant portion of its funding; functions with limited employed staff and
hundreds of volunteers under only limited control of The Alaskan Wet Dog; and must organize
the event in some of the most remote and uninhabited locations in Alaska in the most severe
weather conditions. Under these circumstances, The Alaskan Wet Dog cannot and does not
commit to perform obligations or responsibilities of any kind.
The Alaskan Wet Dog disclaims all obligations and responsibilities of every kind and nature.
While the Alaskan Wet Dog will attempt to perform all tasks it undertakes with reasonable care
and effort, as determined in its sole and absolute discretion, it shall owe no duty of any kind or
nature to participants, and it shall perform only such acts it deems necessary at its sole and
absolute discretion. Participants shall have no claims, demands, suits or actions (“claims”) of any
kind or nature against The Alaskan Wet Dog, its agents, servants, employees, directors, officers,
contractors or volunteers, regardless of whether any such claim is in the nature of contract, tort
or other type of claim, and regardless of whether any such claim is for injury or damage to
person or Property, except only if, and to the extent that, the claimant demonstrates, by clear
and convincing evidence, that any such claim arises solely, directly and proximately from the
intentional and willful wrongdoing by The Alaskan Wet Dog Race Board of Directors or by
employed Wet Dog staff.
Each participant agrees, by participating in any event by The Alaskan Wet Dog Race, to release,
indemnify, defend and hold harmless The Alaskan Wet Dog, its agents, servants, employees,
directors, officers, contractors and volunteers, from and against any and all claims, specifically
including claims by third parties, except only if, and to the extent that, the claimant
demonstrates, by clear and convincing evidence, that any such claim arises solely, directly and
proximately from the intentional and willful wrongdoing by The Alaskan Wet Dog Board of
Directors or by employed staff.
The disclaimers, the limit on claims, and the agreement to release, indemnity, defend and hold
harmless set forth herein shall apply to every act and omission of The Alaskan Wet Dog, its
agents, servants, employees, directors, officers, contractors and volunteers, including, by way of
example only, acts and omissions in planning, organizing, facilitating, staging, conducting, and
judging the race and other Alaskan Wet Dog, events, and shall survive conclusion of the race and
termination of the relationship between The Alaskan Wet Dog and participant.
Each participant accepts and assumes all risks in any way arising from, related to, or connected
with participation in any The Alaskan Wet Dog, events and each participant is required to obtain
and maintain appropriate insurance covering all such risks.
1231 W Northern Lights Blvd # 560
Anchorage, AK 99503
Ph. (907) 357-7828
Fax (907) 357-7829
Web: www.wetdograce.com
Email: john.lang@wetdograce.com
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Proposed Race Rules (Draft Stage) (Continued)

OFFICIAL EVENT RULES
2.44 REGISTRATION AND ENTRY
1. Waiver Forms are mandatory for all personnel in non-spectators areas.
2. Entry, Medical Release, Liability Waiver & Indemnity Agreement and Participant Biography forms

must be completed in full in order to participate.
3. For each participant, a current physical exam by a certified medical physician shall be turned into

The Alaskan Wet Dog, with all entry forms. Certified copies of C.D.L. and or pilot’s medical
examination certificates that are current throughout the race event are acceptable.
4. Current Head-Shot Digital Color Photos are to be submitted with entry forms and are required in

order to participate.
5. No refunds of entry or other fees will be made after registration is closed, unless an event is

cancelled or rescheduled by a ruling from the board of directors. Refunds during registration
period will be processed with a 20% processing fee. Registration starts June 1st, TBD and ends
December 1st, TBD.
6. All participants must be current members of The American Watercraft Association. (This rule

under review and consideration.)
7. Participants must declare their class upon entry: There are two class’s The Big Dog Class and

the Puppy Dog Class. Big Dog Class will be racing for monies and the Puppy Dog class ride the
course but not for any type of monetary reward, The puppy class are running the race just to see
if they can do it or not. (Reviewing this to decided to go with only one class of racer.)
8. No participant under the age of eighteen (18) will be allowed to participate. Unless one member of

the team is the parent or legal guardian and they want their child to ride with them. Then it will be
assesed and reviewed by the Race board. ( This portion is still under review and consideration)
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Proposed Race Rules (Draft Stage) (Continued)
2.45 WATERCRAFT DESCRIPTION
1. All watercraft intake systems, engines, and systems, are to be stock (except as noted below)
2. All watercrafts shall be equipped with an engine shut-off tether cord that shuts off should the

rider fall off the watercraft.
3. All participants will shut the watercraft down with the tether cord during fueling operations.
4. Engine must remain in original mounting location.
5. An adequate return spring on the throttle is required.
6. Choke mounting location may be moved for driver comfort. Choke system may be

disconnected.
7. If oil injection system is OEM standard, oil injection system and all associated components

must be installed in their OEM configuration, but may be disconnected. Oil injection nozzles may
be removed or plugged. Premixed oil and fuel may be used. Racers are responsible for mixing
their own fuel and oil “on the clock”.
8. Engines will have OEM tags and or serial numbers affixed to the engine and chassis.
9. The exhaust system shall be OEM. .
10. Lights in accordance state boating regulations will be allowed for night travel.
11. All watercrafts must have jets, No outboard props are to be used.
12. Each watercraft must have a current watercraft registration sticker from any state visible on

their Watercraft. (May have to have Permit from Alaska to ride in the race, still to be
determined)
13. Fuel transfer systems will be allowed provided they do not enhance the engines

performances.
14. All watercrafts must have the following items,

Fire extinguisher
Noise Maker, whistle or horn
Flare Kits
15. Handgrip warmers will be allowed to be installed.
16. Electric bilge pumps will be allowed to be installed and they are strongly recommended.
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Proposed Race Rules (Draft Stage) (Continued)
2.46 CODE OF CONDUCT

In the spirit of good sportsmanship and the Alaskan Wet Dog, all participants must adhere to
the following:
1. Participants and race officials will conduct themselves in a prudent and respectful manner at

all times.
2. Participants must obey all local, state, and federal laws.
3. Participants working on Watercrafts during the event must allow a path for other event

participants and their Watercrafts.
4. Participants will not block the access into or out of the checkpoint and/or impound areas.
5. No fighting, vulgarity, derogatory or offensive language will be tolerated.
6. Littering and or polluting on the racecourse will not be tolerated.
7. Negative publicity from any participant will not be tolerated.
8. Racers shall be aware of all race teams approaching from the rear and overtaking. Actions will

be taken as to not impede a faster race team.
9. Puppy Class teams will defer to any Big Dog Class teams at all checkpoints. (Reviewing whether

not to have 2 race Classes. )
10. Participants will not at any time harass, maim, disturb any wildlife or marine life.
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Proposed Race Rules (Draft Stage) (Continued)
2.47 PARTICIPANT PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

It is the responsibility of the participant to select protective equipment that will conform to the
Alaskan Wet Dog guidelines and provide adequate protection. Even though race rules
committees develop guidelines, the Alaskan Wet Dog does not endorse or guarantee specific
products or manufacturers of protective equipment. Participants must rely on their own
judgment in the selection of helmets and other apparel for protection and durability.
1. Regardless of participant apparel passing prior inspections, compliance with the rules must be

made at post race inspections.
2. Full coverage helmets are mandatory (at minimum Open Face Helmet). Helmets will be full

protective coverage and carry the 2000 or later Snell Foundation Approval Code. This is also
mandatory in the tune-up area. The helmet must be securely fastened at all times.
3. It is mandatory that each participant wear a Personal Locater Beacon attached to their person.

4. It is mandatory that each participant wear a floatation device, which is certified or listed by UL

to support the person wearing it. This can be in the form of life jackets, or float coats. Just
wearing a dry suit is not sufficient.
5. It will be mandatory that each participant will have attached to the outside of his or her

floatation device, a flashing strobe that will be activated when submersed in water.
6. Arctic boots able to Provide Protection to -30 degrees below zero. Boots must also be water

resistance. Bunny Boots are the acceptable norm.
7. Eye protection is mandatory during the event. The use of goggles and or face shields is

required. If corrective lenses are required to drive a motor vehicle, it will be required for event
participation. The helmet shield will be adequate for this requirement.
8. Back bracing is highly recommended but not required.
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2.48 MANDATORY SURVIVAL EQUIPMENT
1. In addition to the noted participant protective gear requirements, each team is required to

carry the following: (Note: per person means that these items must be carried by each
participant.)
A. One sleeping bag certified to be capable of providing protection to -30 degrees F per person,
carried in a dry bag. (waterproof)
B. One, two-man “3-season” freestanding tent per team or bivy bag per person.
C. Spare set of arctic type clothing per person.
D. Spare set of face and eye protection per person.
E. One First Aid Kit per team, minimum weight 12.5 oz.
F. One set of aviation, marine, or geodetic maps and one compass per person.
G. One hatchet or survival saw per person.
H. Fire starting materials (matches, lighters, flint sticks) in sufficient quantity and carried in
waterproof containers.
I. One arctic stove with sufficient fuel reserves per team. (Arctic Stove definition: A stove that is
guaranteed to burn/operate at subzero temperatures and/or windy conditions.)
J. Provisions to make water (small pots, filter bottles, etc), one set per person.
K. Sufficient food for two days. (Minimum of 3,000 calories per person (Provide certification with
labels).
L. Three aerial signal flares per person.
M. 50-feet of 1200lb test rope or stronger rope per team. 3/8”- 1/2” nylon rope will suffice.
N. One flashlight per participant. (C cell or larger is recommended.) LED lights will also be
acceptable.
O. Sufficient tools to make in-field repairs (show tools at the safety inspection).
P. A minimum of one (1) gal of fresh drinking water to be carried in non-breakable container per
participant. Water will be restocked at each “town” type checkpoints.
Q. Jumper Cables, one set per watercraft.
R. We highly recommended but not required a battery jump pack. One per team is
recommended and acceptable.
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2.49 Proposed Race Rules (Draft Stage) (Continued)

S. Dielectric grease. This will be for all electrical connections.
T. Fire extinguisher
U. Noise maker, like a whistle or air horn.
V. 3 Road flares. Good for starting fires in the wet areas.
2. All clothing and food will be in waterproof bags.
3. Each participant will certify upon signing the Safety Inspection Form, compliance of the

mandatory equipment.
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2.50 ADDITIONAL REQUIRED EQUIPMENT

ADDITIONAL REQUIRED EQUIPMENT that is included in the entry fee that will be provided to
each team at the mandatory pre race meeting. Participants will be responsible to make sure
that the equipment provided by the Alaskan Wet Dog is functioning properly before starting
the race and the participants will be responsible to take care of the equipment during the race.
The Alaskan Wet Dog is not responsible if the equipment fails to function. (Instructions on how
to use the equipment will be given at the mandatory pre race meeting.)
1. One Satellite phone with instructions and contact phone numbers per participant. It will be

provided in a waterproof pelican case. The battery pack connection points need to be covered
with a layer of dielectric grease to prevent corroding.
2. One waterproof marine handheld VHF radio with extra lithium batteries vacuum packed, per

person. (The radio must be attached/carried on the rider. It cannot be stored in the watercraft.
The battery pack connection points need to be covered with a layer of dielectric grease to
prevent corroding. If the radio is not the floating type it must have a flotation device attached
to it that will keep the radio from sinking if dropped in the ocean. The ICOM IC-M34 is a good
radio for this purpose.
3. One Personal Locater Beacon, (Must be attached/carried on the rider. It cannot be stored in

the watercraft. The battery pack connection points need to be covered with a layer of dielectric
grease to prevent corroding.
4. Transponder unit for the watercraft. This will be how others can watch your progress and the

emergency crews will be able to locate your craft if you get separated from it. Each transponder
will be register to specific riders and should not be changed with other riders.
2.51 Highly recommended items not supplied by the Alaskan Wet Dog Race
1. Waterproof GPS (Navigational Aid), with mount and powered within the watercraft system.

Make sure electrical connections get a layer of Dielectric grease to prevent corrosion.
2. Handheld GPS with Spare Batteries. Make sure that the battery connection gets a layer of

dielectric grease to prevent corrosion
3. Spare batteries that work well in cold conditions for all equipment. Vacuum packed preferred

or stored in waterproof bag.
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2.52 Big Dog Class Competition Rules
1. A participant can accept parts and safety gear from anyone at The Alaskan Wet Dog

checkpoints only.
2. Big Dog Class participants cannot ride the route during any layover.
3. Big Dog Class impound areas other than “On the Clock” participants that are entering or

departing from are off limits to anyone unless authorized by the Race Director.
4. Fuel, coolant, and oils may be obtained from any location on the route. Fuel and other liquids

provided by The Alaskan Wet Dog during the event are only available at the designated
checkpoints. 2 cycle oil will not be supplied by the fuel barges. Watercrafts using 2 cycle engines
will have to make sure that the mix their own fuel. The Wet Dog race will not be responsible for
mixing oil and gas. Each participant will have to take care of their own.
5. Only active Big Dog Class participants and pit crews may assist in the working on other Big Dog

team’s watercrafts.
6. All work performed on Big Dog Class Watercrafts will be done “on-the-clock” during the race.
7. Engine assemblies consisting of assembled crankcases, crankshafts, cylinders, rods, heads, and

pistons; cannot be replaced in whole. These assemblies must be repaired with the individual
components.
8. At the safety Inspection, the race director will record serial numbers of the engines for each

machine in the Big Dog Class. Big Dog Class teams will be able to replace parts at designated
checkpoints only and only “on the clock”; however, all damaged parts must be turned into the
next checkpoint where a checkpoint official will log the parts in on the participants’ layover card.
All replaced parts will be resealed in Iliamna as required.
9. CDI/ ECU module reprogramming and welding can be done with the following provisions:

a. All work required must be reported to the Race Director, or a Checkpoint Official prior to
repairs proceeding.
b. All work must be performed “on the clock” and at a designated checkpoint.
c. The completion of repairs must be reported to the noted race officials prior to a team’s
departure.
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2.53 GENERAL COMPETITIONS RULES (ALL CLASSES)
1. All participants are responsible for the removal of all part(s), Watercraft(s), gear and/ or

supplies from the route. All excess supplies, broken parts and other materials belonging to any
team must be turned in at the next checkpoint, including the finish line.
2. Participants are required to obtain personal liability and accident insurance.
3. Team numbers and bibs will be issued by the Alaskan Wet Dog and will be displayed in a highly

visible area on the back of participants jackets and worn at all times by participants during the
Alaskan Wet Dog Race. Issued team number decals shall be placed in the center of the
Watercraft windshield as low as possible, and as centered as possible, not to obstruct
participants vision. Participants may provide their own bibs with designated race numbers that
meet specific safety requirements. (Please contact the Alaskan Wet Dog for current
requirements)
4. All sponsored items and logos furnished by The Alaskan Wet Dog must be displayed as

required on the exterior of participating watercrafts.
5. Participants will stop and render aid if they come upon another team in a life-threatening

situation. The Race Director will adjust the race times accordingly to compensate for the safety
aid. (Reviewing)
6. Use of any tracking device shall not be permitted unless approved or provided by the Alaskan

Wet Dog.
7. During the event each participant must stay with original teammate(s), with the exception of a

Big Dog Class participant opting to join an existing Puppy Class team, if their original teammate is
no longer participating. (Under review)
8. Substituting participating entrants are only allowed prior to the start of the race and only after

proper paperwork and fees have been received and approved by the Alaskan Wet Dog prior to
the driver’s meeting.
9. The following Race Flags can be expected during the race: Green Flag= Start, Checker

Flag=Finish.
10. Survival equipment as described herein will be inspected prior to the start of the event, in

Whittier, and at the Finish Line, and or at the discretion of the Race Director, or his/her designee,
at any time during the event.
11. All participants or teams aware of any injured participants or damaged Watercrafts shall relay

the information to the officials at the next checkpoint.
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2.54 Proposed Race Rules (Draft Stage) (Continued)
12. The race officials charged with the timing and communication of the event will consist of the

Executive Director and required assistants. These officials will operate Race Headquarters and
will coordinate all communication and timing issues during the race. These officials will not
interpret race rule issues.
13. The race officials operating the checkpoints shall consist of volunteers. These volunteers

shall; log in and log out all participants both passing through and on layovers, assist in fuelling
and oiling operations, review the Watercraft for working lights, windshield, throttle/brake, etc,
tend to impounded Watercrafts, relay repair and time tracking information to the appropriate
officials. These officials will not interpret race rules but will forward all witnessed rule infractions
and Protests to the Race Director. These officials will be noted hereafter as Checkpoint Officials.
14. The Mandatory participants meeting(s) must be attended by ALL participants.
15. All participants and their Watercrafts must attend the Safety Inspection.
16. The Alaskan Wet Dog reserves the right to refuse entry to or withdraw any team not

possessing sufficient survival equipment.
17. The Alaskan Wet Dog reserves the right to alter or cancel the event at any time.
18. In no way whatsoever shall any participant, volunteer, or race official present negative

publicity in any form to the media or the public. The Executive Director of The Alaskan Wet Dog
shall coordinate all media relations.
19. The Alaskan Wet Dog officials, or its designee, may record by photographing or videotaping

any participant and their Watercraft and gear during the race event at any time.
20. All scratches must be reported at the nearest checkpoint as soon as possible.
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2.55 RACE DIRECTOR AUTHORITY
1. The race officials charged with the conduct of the race will consist of a race director and a

minimum of two other assistants. These officials will supervise the race start line, halfway layover
and the race finish line. These officials shall constitute the race director team and will interpret
race rules during the race. These officials will be noted hereafter as the Race Director Team.
2. The Race Director Team will be certified by the Alaskan Wet Dog Race Board before the race.
3. The Race Director shall be responsible for the conduct of the race. He/She shall have the right

to make the final determination concerning all aspects of the race and the race facility, including
design (these rules and regulations not with standing).
4. The Race Director Team shall have the voice of authority to discipline the participants for

violation of the rules.
5. The official race results shall be approved by the assigned Race Director. A signed copy will be

returned to the promoter for announcement and distribution.
6. Race Director may not have vested interest in the outcome of an event over which he/she

officiates. He/she may not officiate over a class in which he/she has a vested interest.
7. Race Director and assistants may compete in events other than those in which they officiate.
8. The Race Director may cancel any race or the complete event for reasons of safety regarding

competitors or spectators, and in such case shall determine the awards, if any. The Race Director
may shorten the race for any reasons of safety but must give drivers adequate notice in advance.
9. A Race Director may judge the mechanical integrity of all timing equipment.
10. Only participants will have discussions with the Race Director about protests, and driving

complaints, etc., and may approach the director before the day's events, after an event, or at the
direction of the race director.
11. The Race Director has the authority to judge the racing abilities of competitors and take

appropriate action to insure the safety of the event.
12. The Race Director shall have the authority to determine structural integrity.
13. The Race Director shall carry and be responsible for the official specifications and certain

instruments for measurements concerning verification and control of contestants' watercrafts.
14. Technical equipment and specifications will not be used for any purpose other than the

conduct of the sanctioned event.
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2.56 INTOXICATING BEVERAGES & DRUGS
1. Any participant is strictly forbidden to be drinking, smoking or taking any kind of intoxicating

substances during the race. This includes the time spent at layovers. Anyone showing evidence
of having used an intoxicating beverage must leave the premises (specifically pit, paddock
(staging area), warm up area, tear down and race course) immediately and be subject to
disciplinary action. This shall be in effect during the Safety Inspection Festival and at the race
start through the final inspection of watercrafts at the race finish.
2. Possession or use of illegal drugs or drug substances, as defined below, is prohibited in any

form, by any participant, on the race facility, or in any area considered to be used in the
operation of the race facility, such as parking lots or leased properties.
3. Illegal drugs are these substances defined and prohibited by state/provincial and/or federal

law.
4. Any person found to be in possession or under the influence of an illegal drug or drug

substance on race facility property, as defined above, or any person who is arrested by duly
constituted authorities and charged with possession and/or use of illegal drugs or drug substance
or any person who is formally charged by a court of law with illegal drug violations, shall be
subject to suspension from competition and eviction from the race facility, and denial of further
entry to the race facility for a period determined by the disciplinary committee.
5. If a participant is using prescription drugs on advice of a physician, such use must be reported

to the Race Director prior to the participant's starting this race. Failure to notify will subject the
participant to penalties as prescribed above.
6. A participant is any person taking part in any event sanctioned by or affiliated with the Alaskan

Wet Dog, in any form, including but not restricted to drivers, Watercraft owners, mechanics,
crew members, sponsors, track officials, pit area personnel, manufacturers and press
representatives. All such persons shall be considered public figures that have by their own choice
become involved in the Watercraft racing events, with the full understanding that he or she must
abide by the rules and regulations established and published by the Alaskan Wet Dog. All
participants are considered to be responsible for their personal conduct.
2.57 FEES AND RACE CLASS PAYBACK
1. All entry fees are non-refundable.
2. If there are no qualified money finishers, the purse will be held in escrow for the following

year’s race.
3. Our Goal is to have 500 teams. The number of Big Dog Class race participants will determine

the size of the winning purse. The distribution of the announced purse will be based by:
See Attachment E. (Still Being Worked)
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2.58 PENALTIES
1. Any participant and or team that violate the race rules may be disqualified and or subject to

the penalty as shown below. All penalties shown are to be considered as a maximum; lesser
penalties can be assessed depending on the severity of the violation as determined by the Race
Director. All decisions of the Race Director are final.
2. A participant may be removed from competition or participation at any time if, in the opinion

of the Race Director in consultation with a Medical Doctor, he/she has a medical and or physical
problem, which poses a hazard to him or herself or others.
3. Any participant or team found in violation of an infraction will be liable for the costs incurred

in the disciplinary action and determination of said infraction.
4. The following race rule violation can receive the following maximum penalty:

a. For cases of fraud, the participant or team can be banned from racing in the Alaskan Wet Dog
for a time period of not less than two years or possible permanent expulsion depending on the
severity of the infraction. All cases of fraud will be brought before the Race Director for a
decision and, if necessary, the Board of Directors.
b. Bribing or attempting to bribe anyone connected with the race will result in disqualification.
c. No attendance at the driver’s meeting or at the safety inspection: Disqualification.
d. Race support other than specified and the use of assembled engines. Disqualification.
e. Work assistance on a Big Dog Class Watercraft by other than active racer: +10 hours per
incident.
f. Arrive at the finish line without documented engine, tunnel, or slide rail (see Provisions for
damaged parts): Disqualification.
g. Engine not shut off with tether cord during fueling operations: The Checkpoint Official cannot
allow fueling.
h. Work on watercrafts during “off clock” times: +10 hours, per incident.
i. Drinking Intoxicating beverages and the use of illegal drugs: Disqualification.
j. Ride race course during layover: +5 hours.
k.
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2.59 PENALTIES (Continued)

l. Non Compliance to watercraft description #1: Disqualification.
m. Driving at night without proper boating lights or non-working running lights: Disqualification
n. No current watercraft registration: Disqualification.
o. Missing Safety Equipment: +1 hour per each required item missing, team will not be allowed
to continue until items are acquired. The Race Director reserves the right to check any team’s
safety equipment at any time.
p. No layover cards at Iliamna: +5 hours per NB or SB leg (added to required layover times)
q. No documentation of arriving at a checkpoint: +5 hours per checkpoint.
r. Unsafe speeds entering/leaving a checkpoint (at the discretion of the checkpoint officials): +5
hours per checkpoint.
s. Race Course deviation: +10 hours.
t. Intentional polluting at a checkpoint: Disqualification.
u. Code of Conduct: #’s 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6: Disqualification. #’s 2, 7: + 1 hour per each delayed team.
v. Protective Equipment missing on any participant. Team in violation will not be allowed to
continue until missing equipment is adorned or disqualification. This will be done “On the Clock”.
w. Other rule violations not noted shall be compared to a similar noted violation and an
appropriate penalty assigned.
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2.60 PROTEST PROCEDURES
1. Protests and appeals must be submitted in writing to the Race Director or a Checkpoint Official

by only a participant within 30 minutes of arriving at the next checkpoint capable of
communications. Infractions must be reported as noted or they did not happen. Protests from
other than a participant will not be acknowledged.
2. A Protest submitted by a participant must include a $1000.00 Protest fee, payable in Iliamna or

the finish line. If the Race Director deems the protest valid, The Alaskan Wet Dog, Inc. will retain
$100.00, and $900.00 will be returned to the Protester. If the protest is deemed invalid, $900.00
goes to the protested team. Protests will not be valid without the payment of the protest fee.
3. Once a protest fee is accepted, the protest cannot be withdrawn.
4. Protests can only be filed by active race participants of current year’s race. The Race Director

will review any and all alleged violations, and any penalties to be assessed will be done so. The
Race Director will rule on a protest in Iliamna for all north bound protests and at the finish line
for all south bound protests.
5. Protests must be more than hear-say or word-of-mouth allegations. At a minimum, both

teammates must have witnessed any infraction brought to protest and as noted, must certify so
in writing.
6. No protests will be accepted that refer to the Race Director’s and/or Checkpoint Official’s

judgments or decisions
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2.61 CHECKPOINTS, LAYOVERS AND THEIR OPERATION
1. All team participants must check in with Checkpoint Officials at all checkpoints.
2. The Checkpoint Officials will record teams in and out times. One team member must sign at

each checkpoint.
3. Layover cards will be issued to each race team; the card is for the team’s protection in the

event that they disagree with the information from the checkpoints. Drivers must have the
Checkpoint Official’s initial layover cards. Also, all turned in damaged parts must be noted on the
layover card.
4. Layovers for all race class participants from starting line in Whittier to Kodiak.

a. Total required layover time of 28 hours. There will be a minimum of 6 hours at any location
with a minimum of 3 locations.
b. All layovers must be taken before leaving Kodiak.
c. The last available layover location is Kodiak.
5.

Layovers for race class participants traveling from Kodiak to Iliamna.
a. Total required layover time of 28 hours. There will be a minimum of 6 hours at any location
with a minimum of 3 locations.
b. All layovers must be completed before leaving Naknek.
c. The last place to make up for the Layovers is going to be Naknek.

6. When the first place Big Dog Class team arrives in Naknek, the Race Marshal may designate a

mandatory “off-the clock” layover at his discretion to assure a daylight finish in Iliamna. Each
team arriving in Naknek after the first place race class team will be delayed the same amount of
time as the first place team into Naknek.
7. The designated impound area is outdoors. Once a Watercraft is impounded for a layover, the

Watercraft is considered “off the clock” and is off-limits to everyone. Checkpoint officials will
tend to and protect the impounded Watercrafts. Use of electricity to keep Watercrafts warm is
prohibited. Remote starting devices are prohibited.
8. Once in Kodiak, no work on the Watercrafts will be done “off-the-clock” or during the 40-hour

layover, with the following exceptions:
a. Each team will be allowed one 15-minute machine inspection “off-the-clock” during the
40-hour layover period. Touch but do not remove anything.
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2.62 CHECKPOINTS, LAYOVERS AND THEIR OPERATION (Continued)

b. One time only, a race team may work on their impounded machines.
c. “On-the-clock” repairs will be timed by the minute.
d. Total responsibility for enforcement will be by the authorized race director in Iliamna
e. After the team completes its “on-the-clock” work, the remaining amount of the mandatory
layover time must be completed before the team may leave Kodiak. (Example: Team A arrives in
Kodiak at 1:00 a.m., takes 14 hours of rest, begins to work on their machines at 3:00 p.m., works
on machines for 14 minutes, goes back off-the-clock at 3:14 p.m. - they can depart Kodiak at 5:14
p.m. the next day after 26 hours of additional rest time.)
9. It is mandatory that both team race participants and their watercrafts check into and out of

each checkpoint together. The last team race participant to check in will determine the team’s
official time.
10. A race team may arrive at a checkpoint being towed by an active Pro-class racer except at the

finish line where only a teammate may tow their race partner across the finish line.
11. Race class participants cannot leave a checkpoint and resume the race under tow.
12. Safety equipment removed from a watercraft at a checkpoint by a participating racer will be

done “on-the-clock” and prior to the time start of any layover. Installing bags or gear on any race
Watercraft after a layover shall also be done “on-the-clock”. In Iliamna only, will each team be
allowed to remove and reinstall their bags “off the clock”.
13. Checkpoint Officials are not allowed to leave a checkpoint to take fuel to a participant on the

route.
14. All participants will reduce their pace to a safe speed as they approach and proceed through

all checkpoints. Riders will obey all local regulations of no wake zones. Riders face disqualification
for not obeying “No Wake zones”.
15. All participating Big Dog class teams must arrive in Iliamna within 7 days of the first place

team. Any race class team(s) that does not arrive into Iliamna within the required time limit
finishes as a Puppy Dog Class participant in Iliamna. (This section is open to change depending
on weather delays and unforseen circumstances.)
16. All finishing watercrafts must remain in the impound area until released by the Race Director.
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2.63 STARTING PROCEDURES
1. The starting order for the first year the event is held will be in the order that the participants signed up.
Signed up denotes the full entry fees have been paid in full.

The starting order of Big Dog Class team’s is determined by drawing numbered cards at the
mandatory drawing reception.
2. Participating teams line up in their starting position order at the designated starting line at

5:00 a.m. on race day. Teams will depart in racing position order in two-minute intervals at
6:00 a.m.
3. There will not be a starting time correction for this event. It is expected that first riders will be

reaching or be near the finish line about the same time the last riders are taking off the starting line.
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2.64 RACE COURSE

1. The racecourse shall consist of any route between official checkpoints.
2. All participants are reminded that the racecourse is a public use route and is not protected.

Other route users and or animals can be expected running against and with the race direction. All
other route users, including cruise ships, fishing boats, Alaska Marine Highway Ferries, Coast
guard, have the right-of-way at all times. It is the rider’s responsibility to conduct them selves in a
positive manner to assure continued use of Alaska’s oceans, rivers, and lakes for personal
watercraft riding for both recreation and racing.
Participants may take any route between checkpoints they want to as long as they check in at
each checkpoint in the order that they have been designated.
3. Due to the ongoing negotiations with the Coast Guard, Bureau of Land Management and other

agencies, race routes and rules may be changed. Drivers will be notified at the driver's meeting
should this occur.
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2.65 GAS STOPS AND FUELING
1. Only checkpoints are designated gas stops. The Alaskan Wet Dog does not provide fuel at

areas that are not checkpoints. Each participant should know how far their craft can travel and if
they can not make it between checkpoints with the fuel they receive they can and are
encouraged to carry extra cans of fuel with them. The extra cans of fuel must be tied with a
lanyard to their craft so that the cans are not lost at sea. If the spare cans are used the empty
cans must be carried with the craft and not left at sea or in the checkpoints. There will be a
financial penalty for littering anywhere on the racecourse.
2. 2-cycle oil and isopropyl will not be supplied. The Alaskan Wet Dog will not provide grease and

or grease guns.
3. All lids must be put back on all containers and left upright.
4. Deliberate dumping or spilling of fuel, oil, antifreeze, isopropyl or any environmentally harmful

substance will be considered polluting and will not be tolerated.
5. Checkpoints, See Attachment “D” for all checkpoints gas stops and layovers with approximate

mileage.
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